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Quote:

Originally Posted by seekdefo 

Hi, I was given a review copy and I really liked it. I have been a blogger from the
past four years and all what CpaMasterX says is the distilled
wisdom of all severals of experience. I can say that because I learnt it the hard
way, believe me, the first year I blogged I did not make a single cent online. It took me blood,sweat and tears
to finally make it possible. Blogging revolution gives you all that without
going through the pain.

Quote:

Originally Posted by retirewithsandie 
Thank You Sandor & Patrick for allowing me to review your WSO. 

Blogging Revolution is delivered both as a PDF & in video format through a membership area.

This allows for you to learn what works best for you & with
the videos sectioned out, if you're confused or need
additional help somewhere you can go to that video. There is also a
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additional help somewhere you can go to that video. There is also a
section to where you can communicate with Sandor, Patrick & other members. 

The course itself can help all levels of experience regardless
of what you want to promote, be it Affiliate offers, CPA or
both.

You'll be walked through every aspect including selecting your domain name &
why. Setting up your blog, getting your "name" out there. You'll also learn several methods of getting traffic &
additional ways to monitize your site. Once you're up & running you'll be able to outsource.

With the step by step teaching plus a section for
questions/updates, you can't go wrong!

Quote:

Originally Posted by Loloy Diango 
First off, I had review access to Blogging Revolution.

To many people, blogging is both attractive and daunting. Attractive in that anyone can make decent dough
off it, yet daunting as it demands the right skills to create decent quality - if not stellar - content on a
consistent basis.

Content generation, in short, is a challenge for a lot of people
who want a piece of the action in the blogging space yet
hates writing.

Blogging Revolution effectively solves this issue. I think this is a major

takeaway for those who'll want to get their hands on this great offer. This alone makes it all
worth the price of this WSO - the way this course lays out a
method to create valuable blog content to engage readers for
maximum benefits.

If you're thinking of starting a blog, this is definitely for you.
You'll want to get this course if you want to succeed with
your plans of establishing a presence in the blogosphere.
Rating: 4/5.

Quote:

Originally Posted by rr1455 
I just finished reviewing the site.... At first I had some problems getting in, but the author help me and got me
in... I was not expecting much as I have been doing internet for years.
I listen to some of the video, very well done... I tried the
comment plug in and it was great. Also his ideas in the
bonus where simple and good. I wish I had this site many
years ago when I started.
I think everyone can get something out of it... Thx for letting me review it.

Roger

Quote:

Originally Posted by Ethan Chong 

Ok, I received a review copy from CPAMasterX and I am very,
very satisfied with what he gave me.
In his WSO, he talks about various techniques to really make money online from choosing a profitable niche
to generating a lot of traffic through paid and free traffic sources. It is truly one the most
comprehensive packages for making money online that I
have ever received.
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have ever received.

To be honest, I believe that this WSO will definitely help any
newbies out there whose struggling with internet marketing
because in his WSO, he covers basically EVERY thing you
need to know and learn to really succeed on the Internet
these days. 
Overall, I really enjoyed this WSO as it gave me new insights to internet marketing which I have not thought
of before. If you are a newbie and have a desire to succeed on the
Internet, I highly recommend that you check out this WSO as
it will definitely prove far more valuable than you could ever
imagine. 
- Ethan

Quote:

Originally Posted by joyfulwraps 
My review for Blogging Revolution™

The WSO is for a guide written by Sandor (CPAMasterX) and Patrick (PatrickX) and contains both PDFs
and videos delivered in a WordPress membership.

This guide is specifically for helping members to learn how to make money using your computer and CPA
marketing, affiliate offers, and advertising space. I have been an affiliate for a while but have yet to dip my
toe in the CPA waters or utilize the power of advertising spaces so the introduction to the course intrigued
me.

You hear so many marketers talk about the need for methods to be scalable and this course
involves several methods that can lead to making money as
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you scale up the methods taught.
Getting traffic to any marketing effort is key to success and this guide concentrates on free methods for
traffic generation, which is especially helpful to those new to Internet marketing.

The method used is based on using blogs and so one of the first things discussed is deciding on a niche.
This is commonly covered in other guides on the warriorforum so if you have purchased other WSOs on the
topic you might not learn anything new in this section.

Throughout the guide are “Top Tip” boxes, which do contain
helpful tips, which should not be ignored.
The list of top 7 social sharing plugins in the guide, contained at least one unheard of plugin (by me) so I
found this list to be valuable.

The guide stresses the importance of high-quality content in order to rank blogs on the first page of Google
and this is solid advice and I don’t just say that because I am a writer I happen to know that first hand with my
own blogs and also based on feedback from my own clients that when you fill websites and blogs with
relevant and original content they do rank faster and higher in the search engines so Sandor and Patrick
give advice that is based on reality.

This is a very detailed guide that when followed exactly and
action is taken I cannot see failure. The trouble is that many of us tend to buy
WSOs, with few of us actually reading them and then still fewer actually taking the necessary action in order
to succeed in making money. If you need a detailed guide for making
money online this is definitely the one to follow if you wish to
make money using CPA marketing, affiliate offers or
advertising space because the step-by-step format, easy to
follow videos and clearly written PDFs will give you the
necessary information to make money in these areas.
Besides the text and tips the guide also includes steps and graphics that help to explain the information
being given in the guide so in my opinion this is a well put together guide about making money.

When you purchase Blogging Revolution™ you are directed to a membership area where you will find a
welcome video, 12 tutorial videos, 5 bonus videos, and 21 videos of live training, helpful bonus downloads in
PDF format, and then there is a section labeled “local news” where members can communicate with Sandor,
Patrick and each other and communication is important while going through any useful guide. The
videos are really well done. The speaking is clear and
understandable. The videos vary in length but only contain
relevant content and are never long but done in bite sizes,
which is better for viewers in my opinion.
The membership was easy to navigate and all the sections were functional. What impressed me was that
this guide did not promise instant riches but stressed that it was for stable, long-term income. If you
are looking for a WSO that delivers a guide that is focused on
making money in an easy to understand manner this is the
one to purchase in my opinion.
Laura Quintile

Quote:

Originally Posted by altoro80 
Hi guys, i was lucky to get a review copy so here it is

The product is about blogging and how to monetize it, CPAMasterX shows you exactly how to do it. He has
live chat support on the site. There are 7 sections on video tutorials, he goes from the setting part all the way
to monetization where i really like because he shows you how to send traffic from 6+ different methods.

Then he goes into the live training section where he shows how to set up the blog from scratch, and shows
what plugins you need, content creation and how to outsource work that needs to be done. And a
plus you get is bonus downloads, here you will find 2 bonuses that are
very powerfull and can bring you very fast results, so just
this 2 are really worth it.
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So if you don't know how to set up a website, here you can learn it an make money while learning.

Alex

Quote:

Originally Posted by Icanwrite 
Here's my honest review. 
When I initially went through the course I found it helpful but not very power packed. OP got back to me
telling me the course had been updated and I see its now as loaded with info as it can be. A great
way to anyone to start making big bucks with blogging. Its NOT

easy but its a step by step guide to get you there. 
If you think you can read this and start minting money from tomorrow, you are at the wrong place. this WILL
take time and effort from your side so give it your best shot and you will
surely see results. 
Great WSO.

Quote:

Originally Posted by tretheraider 
My review:

I was overall most inpressed with the pdf's and live training of this upcoming wso. The video tutorials are
basically just a live version of the course that is on pdf. I did not like the video tutorials as I thought the
powerpoint videos were to bland and did not keep my attention. I got the most from reading it on my own.
The live training is essentially a step my step process for
creating a authority blog from scratch that holds your hand
through the hole process. This will be great for people who have never made a website

before but another benefit is the tips for plug ins and driving traffic. This is great
information for a beginner or moderate skilled person who wants to
get into website creation for another income stream. The home page introductory video needs to be updated
or completely taken off. It is currently a 7 second optimizepress video. 

Overall with a little tweaking this will be a solid wso that
packs in a ton of information for getting someone on the right
track with making money blogging. No wonder the pdf file is
named blogging revolution!
Best success,

Travis
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 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

LOOK WHAT OTHER WARRIORS ARE SAYING ABOUT
BLOGGING REVOLUTION:

Quote:

Originally Posted by soot001 

Great course. Excellent start for anyone ready to stop
chasing shiny objects. This is a real business done
ccorrectly can make a huge impact financially. 3 methods of
traffic mentioned can seriously take away your traffic
troubles. Laid out im great detail. Skim through if u know certain parts. No fluff no hype.
Absorbable info to set your business up as you go through.

Quote:

Originally Posted by profitstream 
Hey here's my review of Blogging Revolution.

Disclaimer: Sandor provided me with an advance copy!

My user level is probably "super advanced", not saying that to brag, but to
put my opinion about this in perspective.

This course reveals in step-by-step (!) detail how to build a
"blog empire" consisting of one or multiple properties that attract consistent, targeted traffic.
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"blog empire" consisting of one or multiple properties that attract consistent, targeted traffic.

Sandor doesn't promise too much when he claims that this
works on autopilot, after a one-time set-up effort.

I will not give away the secret here, but these properties don't even need a
ton of SEO, as their CONTENT is exclusive, fresh and
enticing.
Good content and "mediocre" SEO is what is "natural" and Google recognizes this. An overly SEO'd
property with thin or stale content always stands to get discovered and penalized by Google etc... but a
property with fresh, interesting content that fascinates users will eventually "bubble up" and stay there
solidly, forever. That is where the "on autopilot" part sets in.

The $30,000-a-month question is, of course, how do you
create this content without you becoming the editor-in-chief
of an blog octopus rivaling the New York times.

Here's where Blog Revolution kicks in... There's a certain
type of blog that you can put together from off-the-shelf
components, free or cheap, that delivers fresh, unique
content that users want, and even encourages them to
register and leave their email so you can build a list.

This is one of these "why-didn't-I-think-of-that" methods
where you'll slap yourself that you didn't discover this and aren't
riding that wave yet.

Well, get over it, regardless of who made the course on this, the opportunity is wide open. Sandor
shows a couple of websites live online that are already using
this, so this is a wave that hasn't even gained any kind of momentum.

Now, if you think, "now the secret is out and the windows has already closed', don't count on it. While this
package is under $35, it still doesn't mean that all of the 1000s of customers that Sandor is going to attract,
are actually going to put it into action.

And as this offer is brand new, it's a great time to get on this business model now.

How newbie-friendly is this? Sandor is known for
excruciatingly (!) detailed step-by-step instructions, which, to be
honest, frustrated me a bit when reviewing -- but that's just me.

I have programmed my own WP plugins, so it was a bit painful for me to watch the step-by-step
handholding videos of stuff that I already know... but that's exactly the kind of stuff that newbies need!

So kudos for the level of detail, and advanced folks can skip to the juicier parts.

The key is to "see" this new blogging model in action, and jump on it now... Sandor shows
step by step where to get the required plugins and
components, and how to put yet another one of these blogs
together, and finally, how to get monetize it.
One key point to take away here is that this is NOT some "flash in the pan" loophole that will be plugged,
because the content is genuinely new, interesting, and fresh. The blogs you'll be cranking out will be here to
stay.

So this is not for "get rich quick" "blackhat loophole" folks. This is about building properties that will start to
pay off not this week, but perhaps in 3 - 6 weeks, and once they're going, you literally don't need to attend
them much any more (there are some routines to do but they are outsourceable).

Bottom line, for the price of a computer book you get a brand-new business system served on a silver
platter, that I have not seen discussed or promoted anywhere before. 

Have you ever been envious of these guys who tell you stories how they "Accidentally
started to build this dumb little website 2 years ago and now
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started to build this dumb little website 2 years ago and now
it makes them $45,000 a month?" I know some of these
guys!!

Well, this is one of those systems (you'll slap yourself how
obvious this is yet few are doing it), and you can be one of
those guys who brags to their friends in a few months. But it also
means you need to stick to the plan and set these sites up patiently... they cannot not work, but it's on you
to implement the system!

That's all I got, cheers! :p

Jörg

Quote:

Originally Posted by Reddevil007 

I had the chance to review this video course on blogging and i have to say this is one of
the best courses i have been through on this forum in terms
of blogging, i liked the way he has presented the info. stepwise.
The course comes in a video format which is my favourite.The interface looks good and is easy to go
through along with the bonus section.There is also an SEO tool which is yet to launch that will be an added
bonus

I think this product is a no brainer and i suggest noobs to grab this and put it into
action.

Good Job!

Quote:

Originally Posted by shukur4 

Wow..........this is awesome...... i'm being excited for this new
level although i'm online entrepeneur for almost 7 years
online.this is not just something but the THING for your
success
I would like to take this opportunity to said

MERRY CHRISTMAS to all

Quote:

Originally Posted by mahrouqi 
I have bought this WSO. Before I was not interested in the
blogging business model and afraid to try it. By after all the
information in here, I am ready to test the waters!

Quote:

Originally Posted by Robert Oliver 
I bought this course after reading all the wonderful reviews.

Peaked my interest so out came the cc and made the purchase.

Glad I did. This course offers so much for so little. You will spend 

several hours going through all the material. The bonus software
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tool makes this a no-brainer. I have been around this forum
for a long

time and let me tell you this is one of the most complete,
easy to follow

wso's I have bought. You will have success with this system.
Well worth the 

price of admission. Great job guys.

Robert Oliver

Quote:

Originally Posted by thebasta 

Hey I got this course and I think that this is the best
investment I have to start the 2014 in the right direction
about the internet marketing.....I was thiking to quit but I will
take action about all of the information I have in the member
area.....GREAT COURSE THANKS FOR SHARE WITH US.....

Quote:

Originally Posted by Designs1 

Was lucky enough to get a review copy for this and what can i say, this is a real
deal. Been browsing the course for sometime now and learned a lot new little tricks here and there and
still a lot to come.

For this price the course includes amazing amount of stuff,
ebook + video courses + bonus stuff and the best part - all
upcoming updates without any extra cost. The price could easily be a lot
more than this and they could charge for updates and new content, but they don't. I suggest you to get this
course while it's still for this low price. I'm sure they aren't going to sell this forever.

Thank you Sandor and Patrick! Very happy with this one and keep up the
great work!  
Waiting for your next launches 

- Aleksi

Quote:

Originally Posted by profitzone 

I've gone through several of the videos and the material is
presented in a very coherent fashion, making
implementation as simple as following the instructions step
by step. After some review, I believe that most can make a go of it and FINALLY achieve some
DECENT earnings with the information contained in this course.

THANK YOU Sandor and Patrick!!
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THANK YOU Sandor and Patrick!!

Quote:

Originally Posted by g4mobile 
I purchased this program last night and spending the entire day today going through as much as I can.
Very detailed program and nothing seems to be left out. This
is all actionable content and I'm actually excited again about
blogging. I've had blogs in the past, but was always focused on SEO and never made much money.

This is different and is what google really wants to see. Thank you CPAMasterX for
such an incredible course at this extremely low price. I will be
buying other products from you and looking to get my first blog to $200+/day. I will come back and post
when I start making money

Quote:

Originally Posted by DavePalermo 

I purchased.
I figured under $18, what the hell....
I have owned blogs before and spent what seems forever
getting it all good in the hood and never making a damn
dime.
After just reading the PDF I realized why.
I wish I had this info a few years ago when I gave up on
blogging.
I plan on spending this weekend going over all this info and starting Monday to put this into action.
I really see no reason why anyone can't have 5-10 of these blogs cranking out some serious loot on auto
pilot in a few months easy.

This will take some time and work but the thought of making money by doing nothing makes me more than
willing to do the work in the first place.

If you are on the fence about this, get off the fence before it goes up your "you know where  " and just
spend the money for this.
I did and am glad I did!!!!!!
Good job on this WSO.

Quote:

Originally Posted by Matthew Olson 

I just bought this WSO and to say I'm impressed would be an
understatement.

The is by far the best and most complete blogging course
I've seen. Every little
detail is meticulously outlined so you can easily be up and
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detail is meticulously outlined so you can easily be up and
running immediately.

I really like that this can be used for any niche and it doesn't
rely on long and tedious
SEO in order to be successful. This is a big plus because the control and power
are in your hands and you're not relying on Google for all your traffic. Don't get me 
wrong, I'm actually a fan of SEO but I realize not everyone is and it's refreshing to 
see an alternative approach.

Also, this is one of those methods where you can choose a
niche/subject matter 
that you actually find interesting and build a long-term
business around it.

Everything you need is here, Sandor and Patrick did an
outstanding job of truly
creating a complete course with every little detail exposed.
Nearly anyone can
create a very substantial income by following their business
model.
Great job guys, thanks!

To your success,
Matt

Quote:

Originally Posted by Putting4Par 
It seems I've come full circle. I started out blogging but abandoned it because I really didn't know how to do
it right. The Blogging Revolution course provides a clear step by
step recipe to succeed in this arena. What a breath of fresh
air.

Quote:

Originally Posted by El Modefoque 

So I just read the Blogging Revolution PDF and all I can say is "Awesome!! Just what
I've been looking for!!" 

I have been browsing the forums every few months for the last 4 years and never knew where to begin. I
would just read and read but it was all an OVERLOAD of information.

This PDF is clear and concise. And I love that it's a step by step guide, which is what I needed since I'm a
newbie. 

Thanx again. Now to put in the work and practice what I learn.

Quote:

Originally Posted by pcloadletter 
Just went through the course materials. It's a very straight
forward course. I'm kind of an intermediate marketer. Some of it

was review, some was new to me. I definitely learned new material, and
easier ways to overcome some of my roadblocks.
Matt

Quote:

Originally Posted by jscoulou 

Guys, I purchased this WSO & I must say, this is an amazing system. I like how the
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membership site is laid out and how the course comes in PDF, Video Training & live training (& the
bonuses). The course is well laid out & easy to follow. I'll be rolling my

sleeves up and will go through the course tonight. Definitely one of the better
courses I've purchased in this forum. Nothing has been left
out. My prayers have finally been answered.
Good luck guys & thanks for this course

Cheers

Joe

Quote:

Originally Posted by doublelq 

I got myself a copy of this last week, I've already got my blog
up and running, my Facebook Fan page has over 1500 fans
and hopefully I can see my income grow soon. Sandor has
been an amazing help and the product is the best of its kind.
It's straightforward for the beginner and even someone like me who already knows how to set blogs up.
It's very helpful and a sure blueprint for a great blogging
career. Thank you! 

Cheers,

Lloyd

Quote:

Originally Posted by dndoseller 
I bought this course and it got me really excited to take my own blog to the next level. 

I have since multiplied my blogging effort by 10x. Instead 3-4
posts a month I'm doing 3-4 a DAY.
I started outsourcing articles right away and writing more myself too.

I just had my best AdSense day and I just bought this eBook
10 days ago. Google responds quickly to lots of good
content.
I knew most everything in the book but I never thought to make the blog on my site a huge scalable
business. 

So this gave me the confidence to really commit to some
things I was already doing pretty well at.

Quote:

Originally Posted by John Mcdiddy 
I recently had the chance to purchased the blogging revolution package, and let me just tell you this that
right off the bat I was completely blown away by what Patrick and
Sandor have come up with here.Everything you will ever
really need to know to begin making actual money online is
within the confines of this program.I mean the sheer amount of detail attributed

to this course is illustrated so clear and concisely in the video training

section alone that even a 10 year old can set this up within hour's
and starting make money with the strategies presented in this guide! They literally hold
your hand throughout the entire process and walk you through all the step's; you would have to be totally
bonker's to pass up an opportunity like this! ESPECIALLY AT THE PRICE THERE CURRENTING
OFFERING IT FOR! This is the best IM course on the web for
newbies and senior makerter's alike hand's down.
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newbies and senior makerter's alike hand's down.

Quote:

Originally Posted by surenpp 

I finished reading the pdf and watching videos.It is really a great course.Any
information gap is filled by quick response from the creators
on your query.The course really suitable even for the
newbies.I really appreciate the efforts of Patrick and Sandor to come up with course which can be
implemented with very little money and few hours of hard work

thank u very much
suren

Quote:

Originally Posted by Ramses8 

This is the most comprehensive course on blogging and it is
opening new avenues! Your course ignited my creativity because it takes you by the
hand and brings you where you did not want to go (blogging world!) and shows you all the gems out there
that you can take advantage of! Do You need tools? Here you are get them
free! Do You need examples to see where to go? Here you
are, many powerful examples! The cake is all hot and
smelling all over in the videos and PDF provided, you can
see that they are still using the method and you just feel like
jumping in it before finishing the course ! Wonderful guys !Thank you very
much !
Ramses8

Quote:

Originally Posted by drdhealth 

I purchased and studied the course. You get several pdfs, videos to train on
the main pdf plus additional video training to cover
important topics to successful blogging for profit. Starting to invest
the time to create this business...

I was looking for a program like this to give me the complete
start and grow training and it does the job! Thanks for
making this clear, fun and easy to implement. From creation
to traffic to ongoing blogging and increasing your income,
they have you covered.
John (webdoc)
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 14th December 2013, 02:36
PM   #3

joe0074
Senior Warrior Member
 

 
Join Date: 2008
Location: , , .
Posts: 1,245
Thanks: 468
Thanked 348 Times in 262
Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

With your system, I understand that we don't need 

1) SEO to rank the website to the first page of Google in order to get traffic
2) Autoresponder to collect name and email of visitors to do email marketing.

If the answer is yes, I'm in.

Thanks,

  

 14th December 2013, 02:40
PM   #4

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

joe0074: Yes, you are right!  Neither SEO nor Autoresponder needed to make success with the methods!

  

 14th December 2013, 05:21
PM   #5

CDBF
Warrior Member
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2011
Location: Brighton UK
Posts: 13
Blog Entries: 1
Thanks: 8
Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

Is there an OTO?

  

 14th December 2013, 05:25
PM   #6

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

CBDF: Yes, there is a built in software, but currently this is available for FREE to customers!  So, basically after
purchase you will get access to every content!
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 14th December 2013, 05:36
PM   #7

CDBF
Warrior Member
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2011
Location: Brighton UK
Posts: 13
Blog Entries: 1
Thanks: 8
Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

That's great thanks!

  

 14th December 2013, 06:20
PM   #8

soot001
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Kula, Maui
Posts: 144
Thanks: 82
Thanked 63 Times in 58 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

Great course. Excellent start for anyone ready to stop chasing shiny objects. This is a real business done ccorrectly
can make a huge impact financially. 3 methods of traffic mentioned can seriously take away your traffic troubles.
Laid out im great detail. Skim through if u know certain parts. No fluff no hype. Absorbable info to set your business
up as you go through.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to soot001
For This Useful Post:

CPAMasterX

 14th December 2013, 06:32
PM   #9
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profitstream
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2009
Posts: 0
Thanks: 0
Thanked 5 Times in 1 Post

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

Hey here's my review of Blogging Revolution.

Disclaimer: Sandor provided me with an advance copy!

My user level is probably "super advanced", not saying that to brag, but to put my opinion about this in perspective.

This course reveals in step-by-step (!) detail how to build a "blog empire" consisting of one or multiple properties
that attract consistent, targeted traffic. Sandor doesn't promise too much when he claims that this works on
autopilot, after a one-time set-up effort.

I will not give away the secret here, but these properties don't even need a ton of SEO, as their CONTENT is
exclusive, fresh and enticing.

Good content and "mediocre" SEO is what is "natural" and Google recognizes this. An overly SEO'd property with
thin or stale content always stands to get discovered and penalized by Google etc... but a property with fresh,
interesting content that fascinates users will eventually "bubble up" and stay there solidly, forever. That is where the
"on autopilot" part sets in.

The $30,000-a-month question is, of course, how do you create this content without you becoming the editor-in-
chief of an blog octopus rivaling the New York times.

Here's where Blog Revolution kicks in... There's a certain type of blog that you can put together from off-the-shelf
components, free or cheap, that delivers fresh, unique content that users want, and even encourages them to
register and leave their email so you can build a list.

This is one of these "why-didn't-I-think-of-that" methods where you'll slap yourself that you didn't discover this and
aren't riding that wave yet.

Well, get over it, regardless of who made the course on this, the opportunity is wide open. Sandor shows a couple
of websites live online that are already using this, so this is a wave that hasn't even gained any kind of momentum.

Now, if you think, "now the secret is out and the windows has already closed', don't count on it. While this package
is under $35, it still doesn't mean that all of the 1000s of customers that Sandor is going to attract, are actually going
to put it into action.

And as this offer is brand new, it's a great time to get on this business model now.

How newbie-friendly is this? Sandor is known for excruciatingly (!) detailed step-by-step instructions, which, to be
honest, frustrated me a bit when reviewing -- but that's just me.

I have programmed my own WP plugins, so it was a bit painful for me to watch the step-by-step handholding videos
of stuff that I already know... but that's exactly the kind of stuff that newbies need!

So kudos for the level of detail, and advanced folks can skip to the juicier parts.

The key is to "see" this new blogging model in action, and jump on it now... Sandor shows step by step where to get
the required plugins and components, and how to put yet another one of these blogs together, and finally, how to get
monetize it.

One key point to take away here is that this is NOT some "flash in the pan" loophole that will be plugged, because
the content is genuinely new, interesting, and fresh. The blogs you'll be cranking out will be here to stay.

So this is not for "get rich quick" "blackhat loophole" folks. This is about building properties that will start to pay off
not this week, but perhaps in 3 - 6 weeks, and once they're going, you literally don't need to attend them much any
more (there are some routines to do but they are outsourceable).

Bottom line, for the price of a computer book you get a brand-new business system served on a silver platter, that I
have not seen discussed or promoted anywhere before. 

Have you ever been envious of these guys who tell you stories how they "Accidentally started to build this dumb little
website 2 years ago and now it makes them $45,000 a month?" I know some of these guys!!

Well, this is one of those systems (you'll slap yourself how obvious this is yet few are doing it), and you can be one
of those guys who brags to their friends in a few months. But it also means you need to stick to the plan and set
these sites up patiently... they cannot not work, but it's on you to implement the system!

That's all I got, cheers! :p

Jörg

  

The Following 5 Users
Say Thank You to
profitstream For This
Useful Post:

CPAMasterX, natas105, Samee, Trinbagolad, warcher
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 14th December 2013, 10:07
PM   #10

chrisuchi
HyperActive Warrior
 
Join Date: 2012
Posts: 104
Thanks: 3
Thanked 23 Times in 21 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

so sir, how long to begin to begin to see result with this and what is the realistic budget to get this whole thing set
up?

  

 14th December 2013, 10:51
PM   #11

Reddevil007
Advanced Warrior
 
Join Date: 2011
Posts: 714
Thanks: 150
Thanked 359 Times in 328
Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

I had the chance to review this video course on blogging and i have to say this is one of the best courses i have
been through on this forum in terms of blogging, i liked the way he has presented the info. stepwise. The course
comes in a video format which is my favourite.The interface looks good and is easy to go through along with the
bonus section.There is also an SEO tool which is yet to launch that will be an added bonus

I think this product is a no brainer and i suggest noobs to grab this and put it into action.

Good Job!

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to
Reddevil007 For This
Useful Post:

CPAMasterX

 15th December 2013, 04:44
AM   #12

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

chrisuchi: You can start seeing the results after a week and then see them continuously, building a solid and long-
term business. Other investments are a domain and a hosting, just because I do not recommend to use free ones.
You will be guided through every step, since it is a very easy to understand step-by-step course, both for newbies
and advanced marketers.

  

 15th December 2013, 05:55
AM   #13

mahrouqi
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 245
Thanks: 152
Thanked 98 Times in 93 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

Hi,

Does the blog needs to be about one specific niche or it can be about different things on many niches?

  

 15th December 2013, 06:13
AM   #14
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CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

mahrouqi: The system works and perform well with every niche! 

  

 15th December 2013, 11:30
AM   #15

joe0074
Senior Warrior Member
 

 
Join Date: 2008
Location: , , .
Posts: 1,245
Thanks: 468
Thanked 348 Times in 262
Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

I think he would like to know if he sets up one blog, his blog should focus on one niche or he can target many niches
in one blog.

Thanks,

Quote:

Originally Posted by mahrouqi 
Hi,

Does the blog needs to be about one specific niche or it can be about different things on many niches?

  

The Following 2 Users
Say Thank You to
joe0074 For This Useful
Post:

inheritance, mahrouqi

 15th December 2013, 12:10
PM   #16

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

joe0074: The blog doesn't have to be related to only one niche, you can target more. 

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to
CPAMasterX For This
Useful Post:

mahrouqi

 16th December 2013, 06:07
AM   #17
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randak
Active Warrior
 

 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 51
Thanks: 9
Thanked 9 Times in 6 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

Is the software mac compatible?

  

 16th December 2013, 06:09
AM   #18

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

randak: Yes, it is a webpage built-in software which is and will be always compatible with every OS!

  

 16th December 2013, 12:02
PM   #19

Norkali
Warrior Member
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2011
Location: Northern California
Posts: 7
Thanks: 0
Thanked 10 Times in 10 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

Hi there-
How is it you get paid. Your titles suggest CPA marketing. Do we have to belong to any CPA networks? Also, is the
$34 a one time fee? or monthly subscription?
Thanks,
Norkali

  

 16th December 2013, 02:11
PM   #20

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000+ EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVIEWS FROM WF MEMBERS

Norkali: The number of ways to monetize this system is endless.  You don't have to belong any CPA networks to
make this successful. $34.95 is a ONE TIME fee, no monthly subscribptions, you will receive all the updates and
bonuses also in the future! 

  

 17th December 2013, 07:24
PM   #21

mrwayne85
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 51
Thanks: 17
Thanked 20 Times in 11 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Does this involves the regular post 3 times a week?
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 17th December 2013, 07:31
PM   #22

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

mrwayne85: No, after a week you can actually see very great results if you follow the course! Blogging Revolution is
a very easy to do system which can bring you long term business and success. This offer won't be available for
long.

  

 18th December 2013, 09:18
AM   #23

6mdrux6
HyperActive Warrior
 
Join Date: 2007
Location: , , USA.
Posts: 285
Thanks: 46
Thanked 37 Times in 35 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Hello CPAMasterX

Which is faster and more profitable in your opinion CPA or FB

Please reply

Thank you,

Murel

  

 18th December 2013, 11:02
AM   #24

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

6mdrux6:Well, CPA is a market, Facebook is a platform, and it is an awesome platform to market CPA! However, if
you are asking which is better, Blogging or Facebook Marketing there is also no way to tell which is the better or the
best. 

With Blogging, you can build a long-term and very stable business which will earn you money in a very long term.
The results are not immediate in this case, e.g. with this system you can see results within a week, but the long-
term earning and success is guaranteed!

With Facebook, you can see the results immediately, but since it is a very competetive market, which is changing
very often, you can't talk about as stable business as you would with Blogging. 

Personally I am using both Blogging and Facebook, and these generates a very huge revenue. I am 100% sure you
will be satisfied if you become a Blogging Revolution customer, and would be happy to see you in the Membership
Area and later your success story also! 

P.S.: If you are interested in Facebook only I also have a course called Facebook Revolution which teach you how to
make a fortune using Facebook Ads!

  

 20th December 2013, 03:01
PM   #25

bonhiver
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 13
Thanks: 2
Thanked 2 Times in 2 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

What is the recommended amount of investment to get started? I mean after you've bought the system, and don't
invest in the oto?
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hopefull
Warrior Member
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2010
Posts: 8
Thanks: 1
Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

I am going to have to try try this. I am hoping that I will not have to be a writer as my writing skills need quite a bit of
improvement. Would really like to build long term stable assets. More than willing to put in the work and time even
though my time is limited as many others are in the same boat working full time and then some. Hoping to be able to
understand what is in the course as I am very green at internet marketing. Will purchase very soon when funds
permit.

  

 20th December 2013, 07:14
PM   #27

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

bonhiver: All you will need to have is a domain and a hosting, it is not a must-have thing, but very highly
recommended to create a stable and long-term business. There is no OTO at the moment, but there is a bonus
software, which will be soon (currently available FREE for customers)!

hopefull: You don't need to have any writing skills at all to make the methods work!  Yes, it is a very newbie
friendly course, everything is step-by-step there! Looking forward to see you in the Membership Area! 

  

 21st December 2013, 12:35
PM   #28

chouchou
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 40
Thanks: 39
Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

I will have a go as I need some serious help to make some money!

  

 21st December 2013, 12:40
PM   #29

chouchou
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 40
Thanks: 39
Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Hi

Just bought the course but when click on "click here to access your purchase" the page is not is not available?

Please help

Thanks

  

 21st December 2013, 06:09
PM   #30

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

chouchou: Thanks for your purchase, I am very sorry for the inconvenience, it seems like there was a maintenance
with the WarriorPlus system and that caused the registration button problems, but everything is working fine now! 

 PM was also sent you!

  

 22nd December 2013, 12:02
AM   #31
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Raz
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 76
Thanks: 0
Thanked 14 Times in 12 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

According to the sales letter, this product also talks about how to run 100 blogs simultaneously. My question is if I
want to run 100 blogs simultaneously, should I use 100 domain names?

  

 22nd December 2013, 03:05
AM   #32

chouchou
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 40
Thanks: 39
Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Quote:

Originally Posted by CPAMasterX 
chouchou: Thanks for your purchase, I am very sorry for the inconvenience, it seems like there was a
maintenance with the WarriorPlus system and that caused the registration button problems, but everything
is working fine now!  PM was also sent you!

Thanks very much for your help. I am in the member area and will start learning.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to chouchou
For This Useful Post:

CPAMasterX

 22nd December 2013, 07:04
AM   #33

junwejw
HyperActive Warrior
 

 
Join Date: 2011
Posts: 184
Thanks: 5
Thanked 29 Times in 29 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Just sent a PM, please reply if you have the time on Monday, thanks.

  

 22nd December 2013, 07:30
PM   #34

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Raz & junwejw: PM just sent to you! 

  

 24th December 2013, 10:18
AM   #35
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ryback888
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2010
Location: Newcastle upon Tyne
Posts: 52
Thanks: 5
Thanked 8 Times in 8 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Can you pm me the answer to razs question please

  

 24th December 2013, 11:10
AM   #36

convictie
Active Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 52
Thanks: 28
Thanked 8 Times in 6 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Hey there,

I am new to WF and I want to learn everything about Affiliate Marketing. I will not quit untill I succeed. I just bought
your program and I hope it will push me in the right direction.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to convictie
For This Useful Post:

CPAMasterX

 24th December 2013, 01:58
PM   #37

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

ryback888: PM was just sent to you! 
convictie: Thanks for purchasing! If you have any questions please always feel free to PM me! 

  

 24th December 2013, 04:22
PM   #38

shukur4
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2012
Posts: 1
Thanks: 0
Thanked 1 Time in 1 Post

 don't hesitate to buy

Wow..........this is awesome...... i'm being excited for this new level although i'm online entrepeneur for almost 7
years online.this is not just something but the THING for your success

I would like to take this opportunity to said

MERRY CHRISTMAS to all

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to shukur4
For This Useful Post:

CPAMasterX

 24th December 2013, 04:58
PM   #39

thebasta
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 349
Thanks: 1
Thanked 52 Times in 48 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Hello Guys, 

I need to know how much I have to invest on to set up the system after the $35.00 of the wso price? Also I need to
know what is the time to get a website running also how many website I have to create and how long can take to
achieve $100 per day? PLease let me know asap I need to know in order to make the decision asap...
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 24th December 2013, 09:56
PM   #40

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

shukur: You are welcome, I am sure you will like the course! 
thebasta: The price is currently $25.95 because of the holidays, but will be $34.95 again soon! You can make your
website running within 1-2 day(s). Earning $100/day can take around 1.5-2 weeks if you are doing everything fine.

Merry Christmas to all! 

  

 25th December 2013, 12:14
PM   #41

techlink
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2009
Posts: 12
Thanks: 0
Thanked 2 Times in 2 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Can you monetize with Amazon and CPA offers? Also, besides the cost for a domain name and hosting do you
need to spend money for traffic? Thanks.

  

 25th December 2013, 05:15
PM   #42

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

techlink: Yes, you can monetize Amazon and CPA offers! No, there are no other costs beside domain name and
hosting! 

  

 26th December 2013, 01:25
AM   #43

blandria
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 3
Thanks: 0
Thanked 2 Times in 2 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Please pm me, too, the answer to raz's question.

  

 26th December 2013, 01:43
AM   #44

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

blandria: PM was sent to you! 
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 26th December 2013, 03:07
AM   #45

blandria
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2013
Posts: 3
Thanks: 0
Thanked 2 Times in 2 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Great. Thank you.

  

The Following User Says
Thank You to blandria
For This Useful Post:

CPAMasterX

 26th December 2013, 02:13
PM   #46

free4an
Warrior Member
 
Join Date: 2011
Location: CA
Posts: 19
Thanks: 6
Thanked 21 Times in 15 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Please reply to my PM. and also let me know the answer to Raz's question

  

 26th December 2013, 09:13
PM   #47

CPAMasterX
☣Advanced Marketer☣
War Room Member
 

 
Join Date: 2012
Location: Budapest, Hungary
Posts: 113
Thanks: 202
Thanked 128 Times in 74 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

free4an: PM was just sent to you! 

  

 27th December 2013, 04:48
AM   #48

ryback888
Active Warrior
 
Join Date: 2010
Location: Newcastle upon Tyne
Posts: 52
Thanks: 5
Thanked 8 Times in 8 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Going to wait for a couple of reviews before purchasing

  

 27th December 2013, 08:39
AM   #49

thebasta
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 349
Thanks: 1
Thanked 52 Times in 48 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

Hello CPa MasterX, 

I have sent you an message through skype yesterday, Please give me an answer as soon as you can...

Edwin
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 27th December 2013, 08:55
AM   #50

mahrouqi
HyperActive Warrior
War Room Member
 
Join Date: 2008
Posts: 245
Thanks: 152
Thanked 98 Times in 93 Posts

 Re: [25% DISCOUNT TODAY]The SYSTEM which generates more than $30,000 EVERY SINGLE MONTH [RAVING REVI

I have bought this WSO. Before I was not interested in the blogging business model and afraid to try it. By after all
the information in here, I am ready to test the waters!
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